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Dr. Kevin Murray is editor of Garland magazine, a

platform for sharing the stories behind objects made
by hand today. He is Secretary of World Crafts Council
- Australia and board member of World Crafts Council International. He was Director of Craft Victoria in 20002007, where he developed the Scarf Festival and the
South Project. He has curated many exhibitions, including
‘Water Medicine: Precious Works for an Arid Continent’;
and ‘Seven Sisters: Fibre Works from the West’. His
books include Craft Unbound: Make the Common
Precious (Thames & Hudson, 2005) and with Damian Skinner, A History of
Contemporary Jewellery in Australia and New Zealand: Place and Adornment
(Bateman, 2014).

Keynote Speakers

Mr. Sk. Saifur Rahman is General Secretary of

the National Crafts Council of Bangladesh (NCCB)
since the year 2018. Mr. Rahman is a career Journalist
based in Dhaka, Bangladesh since 1992. He has diverse
experiences of working in different news media i.e.
leading national daily newspapers, television channels,
online portal, periodicals and radio. Presently, he
is working as the Deputy Editor, Online Feature of
the ‘Prothom Alo’, largest vernacular News Media in
Bangladesh. Mr. Rahman is compassionate and an ardent
supporter of the traditional crafts of Bangladesh. He has been working with
local artisans for a long period of time. For more than two decades, he has been
a member of the National Crafts Council of Bangladesh (NCCB). His research
paper on `Jamdani: Geographical Indication of Bangladesh’ was published
by the Department of Textile and Fashion Design, Academy of Arts & Design,
Tsinghua University, Beijing, China, in the textile thesis paper in April 2013. It
is worth mentioning that he is in the editorial board of the book `Traditional
Jamdani Designs’ published by the NCCB and other publications as well. Besides
these, he is one of the resource persons of the Small and Medium Enterprise
(SME) Foundation of Bangladesh and had conducted quite a few workshops
with various groups in this context
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Mr. Asif Shaikh is one of India’s most prominent and

accomplished embroidery and textile expert. Asif has
created award-winning museum-quality embroidered
masterpieces which have been sought after by textile
lovers, collectors and museums across the world. Asif
is a devotee of the art and craft of embroidery and the
textile arts. Asif is the founder of CDS Art Foundation,
Ahmedabad, an initiative that believes in nurturing
textile crafts through master artisan and designer
collaborations. CDS Foundation has worked with many
master artisans and designers, and has successfully held five collaborative
fashion shows showcasing exquisite handcrafted textiles and garments graced
with the highest level of craftsmanship. He is a trained interior designer and
a self-taught embroiderer. Asif spares no effort or occasion to work with and
encourage textile artisans to create beautiful textiles and assist them to show
their work on a global platform. He believes it is his purpose in life!

Professor Dr. Bhola Thapa is working as the

Vice Chancellor of Kathmandu University, Nepal,
providing leadership to the whole academic system of
the University, since January 2021. He was the Acting
Vice Chancellor of Kathmandu University during
December 2017 to January 2018 and Registrar of
Kathmandu University in June 2013 to August 2018.
Dr. Thapa was the Dean of the School of Engineering
during 2008 to April 2016. Before that, Dr. Thapa was
Acting Dean of School of Engineering in 2007 to 2008.
He was officiating Dean of School of Engineering from July 2005 to 2007.
Born in July 1967, Dr. Thapa started his career at the Kathmandu University
as a Lecturer in the Department of Mechanical Engineering in 1994. He has
published more than 100 research papers. The book ‘Engineer of Engineering
Education’ authored by Dr. Thapa features the path breaking role of Norwegian
Prof. Inge Johansen, in the initiation and development of engineering education
at Kathmandu University. In addition to the administrative role, Dr. Thapa is
associated with the Green Hydrogen Lab, which has been working for identifying
the needs of local adaptation of the green hydrogen economy system in the
market, technology transfer etc. Additionally, he is pioneering the concept of
blending artists with engineers forming Art-Engineering, a novel collaboration.
2
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Malcolm Ferris, (MA RCA): Malcolm practices as an

independent curator working across a range of art and
design media and formats.He established, along with
Tim Bolton, the international biennial Making Futures
research conference in 2009. Malcolm has since curated
every edition in the series, and the conference, based at
Plymouth College of Art, has established an excellent
international reputation with invited editions having
taken place at Beijing Design Week, China; Cheongju,
South Korea; and in Cebu in the Philippines.Making
Futures explores new possibilities for small-scale craft, design-to-make, neoartisanal producers and micro-manufacturers, arguing that these enterprises
can be seen as political undertakings in which many molecular acts (of
production and consumption) combine to produce vitally important responses
to the global challenges we face. Malcolm also researched and curated the
flagship digital gallery for the UK’s National Media Museum – a project that
won two national design awards and is widely seen as pioneering digital media
art in mainstream UK museum sites. As a Director of the Plymouth Visual Arts
Consortium, Malcolm worked with PVAC and the Hayward Gallery to help bring
the British Art Show to Plymouth across five city-wide sites.Other projects have
explored the dynamics of contemporary Chinese art production and include
shows at the 798 Art District (Beijing), DadaPost Gallery (Berlin), Asia Pacific
Weeks Festival (Berlin), and Yerba Buena Centre, (San Francisco).Malcolm has
also regularly supervised and advised on research related programmes both
inside and outside the academy, and presented and published for numerous
catalogues, journals and international fora, including: Association of American
Geographers; American Comparative Literature Association; Akademie der
Künste, Berlin; the International Research Center for Cultural Studies, Vienna;
the Association of Art Historians, Ephemera, etc.

Tabatha Andrews studied at Glasgow School of

Art,Skowhegan School of Art and the Slade School of Art.
Working with sculpture, performance, film and sound,
she explores the relationships between memory, objects,
materials and the observer. Her work engages with a
wide variety of communities and contexts, questioning
how we communicate. Andrews also works with arts in
health and the sciences, unearthing connections between
craft, play, memory loss and language acquisition. The
Dispensary, a haptic cabinet of curiosities containing
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many ‘small acts of craft,’ was created with dementia patients at Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital and the woodturners of Devon and Cornwall (2016). In
2019, she collaborated with composer Charlotte Harding on Antiphon, a vocal
work exploring call and response, the inner ear and architecture for the Spare
Parts show at Science Gallery London. With neurobiologist Andrea Streit and
choreographer Katrina Brown, Andrews made Stillpoint (2019), a non-visual
performance exploring listening and sound objects. Andrews was Artist in
Residence at Gloucester Cathedral in 2002-3, at Skowhegan School of Art in
2001 and The Cornwall Workshop in 2017. She features in 50 Women Sculptors,
published by Aurora Metro and Supernova books in 2020. She is currently
working on a library of sensory objects for artists with special needs at Exeter
Phoenix and will be showing in Together We Rise at Chichester Cathedral in July
2022. www.tabathaandrews.co.uk

Paper Presentation Session I:
Maker Community
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2. Hidden secret of Lepcha hat
making of Sikkim: Sumok-thyaktuk

1. An ethnographic study on life of
Mashru Weavers
The way of life of an artisan community is indigenous to the craft. The process of
craft making is intertwined with the values, ethos, beliefs, practices and life style
of an artisan community. There is a need to understand how the surrounding
environment, practices, rituals , beliefs of an artisan community are integral to
the craft and craft making. The Mashroo fabric is a vibrant and handwoven mix
of Silk and cotton textiles. The Khatri community at Patan, Gujarat, practices the
Mashru weaving. The ethnographic study attempts to understand the artisanal
practices, way of life and values of weavers from Khatri Community. The study
documents the delicate relation between the artisans culture with the Mashru
weaving such as mashru being part of goddesses costume, how the loom
and weaving are integrated in interiors of the artisans abode, integration of
weaving processs within the artisans life and other sustainbale craft practices
such as earthen pot for dyeing yarn. The study illuminates indigenous artisanal
practices in relationship to their environmental contexts.

Keywords - Values, Rituals Mashru
About Author -

Hir Vyas holds a PhD in Industrial Ergonomics from
Egonomics Division, NIOH, Ahmedabad and has done a
two years FDP Program in Industrial Design from NID,
Ahmedabad. She has done her master’s in environmental
science and MBA. She has 15 years of research
experience and publications in international journals in
human factors, ethnographic research and user studies.
She is also a doctoral guide at NIFT.
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Sikkim known for its significant hilly terrain, had many tribes stretch in the
various region of the state. One such tribe is Lepcha, very specific to the Dzongu
region in North Sikkim. Lepcha the hidden secret in the valley, posses their
own traditional crafts which are unique, sustainable and exclusive to their
community. One such craft is Lepcha hat making, traditionally known as Sumokthyaktuk. This hat is intricately woven with fine bamboo strands in specifically
five layers. Each part of the hat and its imaginative design hold its traditional
meaning and significance. It has a beautiful story to narrate. As said by one of
the master weaver Jordan in Lingdong, wearing a Sumok plays a very important
part and is mandatory in the various religious ceremonies and occasions of the
community. During the period of Choyal Dynasty (1642-1975) many soldiers
were seen wearing these hats, which latterly become the part of their royal
guard costume. This tradition of sustainable hat weaving is confined to Dzongu
tribal reserve area of Sikkim. Due to modernization and influence of neighboring
countries this art is facing a major threat and is on the verge disappearance.
Directorate of Handloom and Handicrafts (DHH), Gangtok, has been taking
initiative in preserving this languishing craft, but still it is anonymous to the
rest of the world. Hence, the researcher felt the need to document the art of
Sumok- thyaktuk methodically for the conservation and preservation of this
indigenous sustainable craft of Lepchas. In order to accomplish the above need,
method adopted is field survey along with interviews of locals on the field.
This paper looks in the profundity of Lepcha hat making and focuses upon the
various aspect of it.

Keywords - Lepcha, Sumok-thyaktuk, Chogyal, Traditional, Craft, Dzongu,
sustainable.

About Authors -
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Ms. Garvita Sharma is a Ph.D scholar in the Department
of Clothing and Textiles, Faculty of Family and
Community Sciences, The Maharaja Sayajirao University
of Baroda, Vadodara. She is presently working as a
Faculty and Research Associate with ARCH College of
Design and Business, Jaipur. She has also worked as a
teaching assistant with the Department. Of Clothing and
Textiles, Faculty of Family and Community Sciences, The
Mahraja Sayajirao University of Baroda, Vadodara. She
has also worked as a teaching assistant with Institute
of Fashion Technology, The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, Vadodara.
She has intensively worked upon the Textiles and Costumes of the Maharanis
of Baroda (Gaekwad’s) under her Master’s degree program. She has 9 years of
teaching experience in the field.

Prof. (Dr.)Anjali Karolia is the Off. Dean, Faculty of
Family and Community Sciences, The Maharaja Sayajirao
University of Baroda, Vadodara. She has been the former
Head, Department of Clothing and Textiles (2009–17)
and a founder member in setting up of the Institute of
Fashion Technology at the Maharaja Sayajirao University
of Baroda. During her illustrious career, of over 36 years
of research and teaching experience, she has received
a total of 8 fellowships and awards. Widely travelled,
she has delivered a number of talks, presented a number of papers, and held
exhibitions in different forums and conferences, departments and museums in
India and abroad. Her area of research interests are natural dyes and printing,
minor fibers, value addition, product diversification, and traditional textiles and
costumes. She is the author of Traditional Indian Handcrafted Textiles History,
Techniques, Processes, and Designs Vol. I & II.
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3. Weaving through generations:
A study on the transmission of
Bhutanese
This paper accounts how three different generations of Bhutanese weavers,
spanning some 60 years, learned their weaving skills. Their narratives are
analysed to understand how the transmission of weaving knowledge and skills
has evolved (or not) and what are their thoughts in establishing the relevance
and appropriateness of teaching this traditional practice to new generations of
weavers, so as to sustain this traditional practice.

Keywords -Skills Transmission, Bhutanese Textiles, Cultural Sustainability
About Authors -

Joseph Lo is associated with Centre for Folklife and
Cultural Heritage, Washington DC, USA .

Ms Pema C Wangchuk is associated with Royal Textile
Academy of Bhutan, Thimphu, Bhutan
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4. New paradigms in entrepreneurial
Development a case study of
artisans at Khetikhan & Lohaghat
(District Champawat, Uttarakhand)
The art and handicrafts sector is the second largest employment generator
after agriculture in India (Roshni Balaji, 2019). According to a story by the
People Archive of Rural India (PARI), handlooms and handicrafts are perhaps
the second largest employer after agriculture - employing 35 lakhs artisans in
handlooms and over 70 lakhs in crafts sector. Despite the same, India`s share in
global handloom & handicraft trade is meagre. Studies indicate that the artisans
are gradually moving to other vocations. Both at the state and central level, the
governments are taking initiatives to improve the situation. ASPIRE (A Scheme
for Promotion of Innovation, Rural Industries and Entrepreneurship) is just one
example of such initiatives.

An interaction with the Uttarakhand Handloom and Handicraft Development
Council (UHHDC) officials highlight that the artisans of Khetikhan and Lohaghat
of District Champawat (Uttarakahnd) like many other artisanal clusters needed
interventions for entrepreneurship development among them. These artisans
have been practicing the craft of knitting since long and have ancestral roots.
Some of the artisans in these two places have turned this practice into a
medium of economical support in the past decade. They are associated with
several SHGs and NGOs for which they work on contractual basis. This way of
association has pushed several artisans to start their own enterprise for direct
selling of products. However, majority of the artisans earning is still based on
sub-contracting works.

Upon a pilot study among the artisans, it was observed that they have
positive attitude towards turning their craft practices into source of income
generation. It is also observed that the artisans do have inclination towards
entrepreneurship but lack of confidence and family norms prevented them from
opting for entrepreneurship. Thus the present study was carried out to Assess
the Entrepreneurial Development needs of Handloom Artisans at Khetikhan &
Lohaghat (District Champawat, Uttarakhand).
This study analyses entrepreneurial orientation, behaviour, motivation and

10
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personality aspects of the artisans with the help of two tools - the Big Five
Inventory (BFI) test and the Focus Group Discussion. It was carried forward
using exploratory and descriptive research. The scores of the test and the
outcomes of the discussion were then used to analyse the needs of personality
development and inclination of artisans towards entrepreneurship. The
research was carried out in four phases - stakeholders survey for understanding
the current status of the cluster and the artisans, collection of demographic
details of the artisans, BFI test and focus group discussions and lastly analysing
the data collected to derive conclusions. The outcomes of the research were
expected to be beneficial for the concerned authorities to plan for interventions
for fulfilling the entrepreneurial needs of the artisans.

Keywords - Craft clusters; Entrepreneurial needs; Personality
About Authors -

Dr. Srinivasa Rao holds a PhD in OB/HRM domain.
He holds UGC-NET for Lectureship in ‘management
science’. He is a certified ‘Entrepreneurship Educator
‘Trainer’. He presented & published several papers in
reputed national and international conferences in India
& abroad. He is associated with NIFT for the past 16
years and handled many additional portfolios. He has
an industry experience of eleven years working with
reputed consulting firms. He generated & implemented
successfully several prestigious projects for NIFT
including several CE programs. He conducted TOTs for NIFT faculty in OB
and SCM areas and conducted workshops overseas. Currently one student
is under his PhD guide ship & his areas of interest include Entrepreneurship
& Sustainable Business Practices; Global Marketing & e-commerce; SCM;
Leadership & Cluster Studies.
Shagun Tewari is a Ph.D. Scholar from Department
of Fashion Management Studies, National Institute of
Fashion Technology, Hyderabad conducting research
in the field of handicraft. She is a post-graduation from
NIFT, Hyderabad in Fashion Management Studies in
the year 2019-21. She received Nagamma Shanti Bai
Award for the Best Achiever in Social Work during her
under-graduation. She conducted a training program
under UHHDC for artisans of District Champawat
(Uttarakhand).
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5. Study of the traditional Kalbelia
quilts of Rajasthan- Pathways
to sustainable livelihood of the
community

Paper Presentation Session I1:
Tribal Folk Art Forms

Indian handicrafts and textiles have a value beyond the capacity to earn and make
a profit. The myriad craft is the living links to socio-cultural histories, including
the perseverance of cultural meaning for the future. The present research aims
at mapping and documenting the vibrant and colourful Kalbelia Gudadies of
Rajasthan. Kalbelia community is traditionally identified with the art of Snake
charming as Sapera, Jogira or Yogi, concentrated across North India. The tribe
resides in makeshift camps called deras and moves from one place to another
and are also aware of herbal remedies. The women of the community have
traditionally practiced the art of layered quilting with magnificent embroidery.
There is a crisis of livelihood as nomadism is no longer viable. As a landless
community they are often migrating for work in agricultural and industrial
sectors. My work seeks to intervene to engage the community through their
neglected craft skills, nationally and internationally and helps them find
descent livelihoods through their craft skills. The present research also focuses
on providing the sustainable solution to the manufacturing process of the
Gudadies by introducing natural dyes, organic textiles and implying product
diversification techniques to provide a better market to the craftsmen.

Keywords - Kalbelia /Ghumantu/Nomadic Community, Gudadi Quilt, , Snake
Charming, Craft Revival, Priest of snakes, Tribal art, Sustainable solutions.

About Author-

Pallavi Singh is a post graduate student from Indian
Institute of Craft & Design in the field of soft material
design.
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6. Kuba Cloth - Tracing the heritage

Africa is home to numerous ethnic groups, which have been in the same
geographical region while a few have migrated but textile art and design from
Africa can be traced back to times immemorial. Today, African textiles are
known for their bright color and bold patterns, such was not the case always,
their textiles were known to have an ‘organic rhythm’ and a strong ‘aesthetic
concept’ such that their textiles had symbolic motifs and the colors used on the
fabric also had a message. This paper will discuss the ‘Kuba’ cloth, originating
from the Kuba kingdom, on the southern edge of the Congolese Rainforest in
central Africa, formerly known as Zaire and now called the Democratic Republic
of Congo (DRC). It will discuss the evolution and position of the textile in the
contemporary market in contrast with how this textile is used within the Kuba
kingdom.

Keywords - Textile patterns, Surface ornamentation, Languishing craft,
World craft, Traditional embroidery, Costume

About Author –

Avani Chajjlani Having completed her Design
Education and Masters in Fashion Management from
National Institute of Fashion Technology, Hyderabad,
Avani Chajjlani is a textile enthusiast and is aiming to
complete her Ph.D in Cultural Crafts of India and the
world. She has a robust industry experience in the
technologically advanced E-Commerce sector with
various companies across the Indian mainland.
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7. Role of commercialization in
altering indigenous craft practices:
A case study of the Kanthas of West
Bengal
In India, most craft practices were a natural calling to the socio-cultural
necessity that involved local skills and raw materials. In the words of Kamaladevi
Chattopadhyay, crafts have been more cohesive and permeating in human
relationships than even language, for they can penetrate many communication
barriers. While some craft practices had a strong religious bearing like Mata
ni Pachedi, others like the Kantha of Bengal embodied as a newborn blessing
or a dowry piece. Post-independence crafts were game-changers in stabilizing
the rural economy. Industrialization brought about a substantial change in
how consumers connected to crafts. The gradual and distinct shift from being
objects of art and meaningful heirloom pieces to objects of finance brought
about a transformation in most indigenous craft practices. Notably, some
lost their etymology, including Kantha and acquired a colloquial meaning far
from their originality. This study aims to understand the equation between
commercialization and transition of crafts with an emphasis on the Kanthas
of West Bengal. The paper, therefore, focuses on a retrospective study of these
ornamental quilts referred to as Nakshi Kanthas. An inquiry into the semiotics
of motifs, colour, and technique used for these quilts, a household craft of rural
Bengal, recycled out of discarded sarees and dhotis, carries the study forward.
The research documents key players who changed their visual grammar to
their present avatar. The research at hand is exploratory, where observation
and unstructured personal interviews involving Kantha artisans, craft experts
and designers help accumulate the primary data. The study of Museum Kanthas
pieces and commercial products in both niche and mass-market segments help
in understanding the market-driven refinement in design while compensating
with the traditional distinctiveness. The excellent collection of Kanthas donated
by Stella Kramrisch, virtually available at the Philadelphia Museum of Arts, is
critically analyzed alongside the collection at Gurusaday Dutta Museum in Joka,
Kolkata, to recognize the meaning that these quilts bore to its maker, which
eventually got lost in transition. The study explores aspects that brought about
commercialization and its impact on the visual grammar and semiotics of the
craft through the works of several researchers. Conversation with artisans, craft
connoisseurs and designers through unstructured participatory research
3rd International Conference on
Recent Trends & Sustainability in Crafts & Design
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concludes that while commercialization of crafts has helped improve the
artisanal ecosystem, it has eventually converted the traditional imperfections to
quality-controlled modalities of modern business. Today, the artisan is a piecerate job-worker in disguise from being a proud Kantha maker and custodian of
indigenous practice. The research forms a foundation for developing conducive
business models that fashion a revival of decaying traditions, thereby catering
to a more meaningful craft ecosystem in the future..

daily. The data was gathered through personal interviews, observation, and
photographs from purposely selected samples to support the study. Despite
the Raika’s long nomadic history, they are increasingly facing extinction. Their
traditional occupation has also changed and continues to change as a result of
the social change process. Cultural heritage information in all of its forms must
be preserved and communicated to future generations. According to the study,
there have been changes in traditional textiles and costumes concerning fabric,
motifs, and colors used.

About Author -

About Author:

Keywords - Craft, Kantha, Semiotics, Transformation, Commercialization

Dr. Sreenanda Palit completed her B.Des in Fashion
Design from NIFT. She has a PG Cert. in Fashion
& Lifestyle Journalism from the London College
of Fashion and a Masters in Journalism and Mass
Communication. Dr. Palit got trained in Fashion Styling
from the Domus Academy, Milan preceding her PhD in
Crafts. She joined NIFT in 2003 as an academician and
headed many departments since then. Dr. Palit initiated
the FC Department at Kolkata. With over 15 years of
experience in handicraft, she coordinated several craft
projects. She has published papers and presented her research in national and
international conferences.

Keywords - Raika, Pastoralists, Costumes

Chandralata Roy is the art researcher intern at
Silkwaves, a design house located in New Delhi and
serves on a project documenting the indigenous craft.
She earned a Bachelor of Design degree in Fashion
Design from the Indian Institute of Crafts and Design,
Jaipur, in August 2021. Born in Bihar, she pursued
higher secondary from Kerala and senior secondary
from Jharkhand, which allowed her to gain a varied
perception of the world.

8. Traditional motifs and costumes
of Raika community- A nomadic
pastoralists of Rajasthan

Raikas are pastoralists and nomadic people who live in Rajasthan’s western
districts, including the Thar desert. For thousands of years, they have herded and
guarded camels in Rajasthan. Raikas and their animals have an extraordinary
bond. Their lifestyle is known as one of the most harmonious ways of living
without harming the environment or contributing to climate change.The
current study is an attempt to investigate the traditional textiles and costumes
of the Raika community of Sadri region in Pali district of Rajasthan, India,
which is almost non-existent and on the verge of extinction due to change. The
study’s goals were to document the colors, motifs, costumes, and fabrics worn
16
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9. Sustainability of craft of enamel
painting in Bahrain

Paper Presentation Session III:
Languishing Crafts

Prior to verbal communication, humankind relied on symbols and body language,
in which the hand was a fundamental source of communication and interaction.
The hand has been a tool for creating things using surrounding natural
elements to help in daily life routine, that evolved to innovate handicrafts. The
traditional crafts and industries are regarded as a product of the live interaction
processes between the local communities. Like other countries, in the Kingdom
of Bahrain, these are not only a manifestation of civilization, but tools for the
expression of the society culture and authenticity. The traditional crafts in
Bahrain encompass textile industry in Bani Jamrah village, basket weaving in
Karbabad village, pottery in Ali village and AlSaffah in Jassrah village, while
Manama and Muharraq cities are famous for vessel industry, enamel painting,
embroideries etc.

It is necessary to maintain the traditional crafts as an industry, and a sustainable
wealth. Bahrain operates in the framework of its ongoing quest to emphasize the
civilized face of the country, the investment of human energies, and adaptation
of all efforts to ensure the sustainability of this vital sector. Since the types of
crafts founded in any society are influenced by the factor of environment and
raw elements, the Bahraini society is mainly based on agriculture, trade, and
sea resources. Therefore, Bahraini artisan was able to achieve self-sufficiency
in various handcrafts industries, that played an effective role in the prosperity
of crafts.
This research paper documents the success story of the selected craft of Enamel
Painting in Kingdom of Bahrain, that is a comparatively small and new craft that
started in early nineties with painting of glass and evolving into a craft with
wide scope as souvenirs, functional items, jewelry etc. With the advent of Covid
pandemic, the craft sector in general in Bahrain faced many challenges, like low
demand, non-availability of raw material, financial issues etc. The artisans in
Enamel Painting managed the situation effectively to overcome these challenges
with support from government and by thinking differently about their product
profile, design development, marketing, and other innovative practices.

Keywords - Enamel painting, sustainability, craft, innovation
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10. “Kodali karuppur”: A forgotten
handcrafted cotton sari of
Tamilnadu

The textiles of South India are among the richest in the country. Tamilnadu is
one of major sari-weaving regions of India, producing considerable quantities
of rural, peasant and urban saris in silk and cotton. Though Tamilnadu is famous
for silk saris and Kanchipuram has become synonymous with silk weaving, it
is also famous for exquisite kodali karrupur cotton saris. The earliest records
speak of Greek traders travelling to Uraiyur, an important centre in Tamilnadu
for cotton trade, to buy fine cotton particularly, hand painted and printed.
The Kodali karuppur or karuppur sari, which evolved under the patronage
of the Maratha rulers, has a unique place among textiles. The Karuppur
textiles were worn mostly by the Tanjore nobility who also gifted them away
as khillat (dresses of honour). Kodali karuppur sari, used for royal weddings
were exclusively made for the Maratha Queens of Tanjore until the end of the
nineteenth century. During that time, these traditional saris were produced at
Kodali Karuppur village, about 30 km from Kumbakonam of Tanjore district
in Tamilnadu. Though the Karuppur sari is made of usual cotton yarns, the
painting, dyeing and Jamdani brocade buttas matching perfectly to create a
tinseled-pattern effect.
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Many traditions have continued unchanged over the centuries and the quality
of the cotton has ensured that several examples remain the same as historic
creations. Many traditional techniques, however, have lost and it has been
impossible to produce these meticulously painted and woven saris, in spite of
the tremendous effort made in the last few years. This paper is based on the
research conducted to document the changes done for the evolution of Kodali
Karuppur sari which was originally produced with fine cotton, zari, artistic
weaving, breathtaking designs and a colourful combination of traditional
motifs.

Keywords -Tinseled pattern, kodali karrupur, cotton, sari
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11. Sartorial anecdotes of two
transhumant communities: The
Lambanis and the Rabaris

Clothing has been considered as one of the main identifying criteria for any
community. Each community or tribe exists in complete coherence with their
immediate environs and establish a distinctive identity through the language of
their costumes. Immense factors such as the colours, embellishments, fabrics,
geographic location etc influence clothing. This study is an attempt to establish a
connection between two pastoral nomadic tribes of India, the Lambanis (spread
across North west India and the Deccan region) and the Rabaris (interspersed
in the North Western Region). Lots of parallels can be drawn pertaining to
the clothing and embroidery of these two tribes. The historical evidences of
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connections between these tribes and the biographical strands of the costumes
worn by them is what intrigued the researcher to pursue the present paper.
Also the paper traces the reasons behind the anonymity of Lambani embroidery
as compared to Rabari embroidery. The Lambani embroidery is lesser known
or rather considered as a languishing craft where now with the efforts of few
numbered organisations and individuals it is seeing the light of the day. It was
felt by the researcher that the sartorial jargons of their costumes definitely held
some relations to their trajectory of migrations based on the epicentre from
where they dispersed to various regions across India. Their costumes have lot of
resemblances in terms of construction and surface embellishment. This paper is
thus an attempt to draw the inferences regarding the strong similarities in their
costumes by tracing their origins and establishing the linkages between these
transhumant communities. It is an attempt to understand the reasons behind
the less visibility of Lambani embroidery in comparison to Rabari embroidery.

Keywords - Costume. Embroidery, Nomadic
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12. Craft as livelihood:
Rediscovering knitting crafts of
Lahaul, Himachal Pradesh.
Lahaul valley is situated in the Lahaul & Spiti District in Himachal Pradesh
India. The total population of the district is 31,564. The landscape-level study
undertaken in the Lahaul landscape in Himachal Pradesh realised that handicrafts
could be one of the potential livelihood options in the project landscape given
the existing levels of capacities and easy availability of resources including wool.
The community members in Lahaul are skilled in making handicrafts items
though the process and nature of crafts differ significantly in both the region.
There is a scope for capacity development of community members, introduce
new and innovative designs, products, processes, functional up-gradations and
market-level interventions. Handicrafts development in the project villages
is crucial from a livelihood perspective since it is amongst the few livelihood
options that can be pursued during winters and make the idle hours more
productive and incentivising. Securing livelihoods, conservation, sustainable
use and restoration of high range Himalayan ecosystems (SECURE) is a project
being implemented by The Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate
Change (MoEFCC) along with UNDP (United Nation Development Project)
and funded by GEF. The project aims to support the Government of India and
State Governments to promote sustainable land and forest management in
alpine pastures and forests in the High range. Indian Himalayan Ecosystems
that secure sustainable livelihoods and ensure the conservation of globally
significant biodiversity and threatened species. Improved and diversified
livelihood strategies and improved capacities of community and government
institutions for sustainable natural resource management is a major expected
outcome of the project. Revival of wool-based traditional handicrafts is a
component under the state-level livelihood strategy developed for the Lahaul
landscape. NIFT is a premier design, technology and management institute in
Kangra, Himachal Pradesh has been established in the vicinity of the Lahaul
landscape. NIFT has been working and developing craft clusters on the national
level since its inception. A collaboration of NIFT design intervention expertise
and UNDP in the project can bring positive development in terms of securing
livelihoods, conservation, sustainable use and restoration. For field visits, two
places in Lahaul named Keylong and Udaipur were selected for the initial study.
A pilot survey was conducted among 60 women from Keylong to identify
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artisan practising knitting. Design workshops were conducted in Udaipur for
Design intervention and using local raw materials. This research paper focuses
on the initial work on the ongoing project, conducted by NIFT in association
with UNDP, for the development of livelihood of the women practising knitting
in the region.

Keywords - Lahaul, Knitting, craft, livelihood project, sustainable, women
empowerment, Himachal Pradesh
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13. Celebrating hands and promoting
the culture of making
Making/ Doing - The act of making something has been an essential part of
the learning journey of us humans. As kids, we observe our environment and
imitate our elders to do things the way they do. Right from learning to walk,
count, read, write and so on we all learn by doing. Doing is a way of internalizing
our experiences. Doing brings pleasure but doing also brings understanding.
With repeated actions & continual practice, experiences turn into memories;
understanding grows and it is accompanied by a greater power to discriminate
among and within the situation.

Based on historical inheritance the world today has been clearly divided
between practices and theory, technique and expression, craftsman and artist,
maker and user. We are rapidly growing as a community of users than that of
makers! As we cease to use our hands to create; the hand and head are separated
causing mental impairment. According to sociologist Douglas Harper making
and repairing form a single whole; those who do both possess the acknowledge
that allows them to see beyond the elements of technique to its overall purpose
and coherence. The process of making concrete things reveals much to us about
ourselves. Continual practice of making things makes one respect materials,
processes and time better. It starts to reflect in our choices of everyday things
and activities, making it a life skill. The hand connects to the human and slowly
to the humankind.
In an effort to bring back the hand in action, to allow ways of using tools,
organizing our bodily movements, thinking about material behavior &
possibilities it all holds together; and most importantly fusing head and hand by
bringing thought to life through action, a workshop on hand-stitched clothing
titled ‘Life of Action’ was conducted at the National Institute of Design in January
2020. For the workshop participants, it brought back the culture of making,
celebrated the hands, brought together the craft, craftsman & craft enthusiasts
all under one roof, allowed the exchange of ideas, skills & techniques by codesign, and helped overcome the impairment of hand & head by experimenting
and experiencing making as a novice.
It is through this experience they all found a new respect for everything
artisanal; the time and effort that goes into making it. For some, making as
an activity paved the way to open conversations about the touch & feel of the
fabrics, material handling skills, muscle memory, improved time-management,
increased concentration, and most importantly practice of patience.
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14. Craft of papier mache birds of Ujjain

India is a country of rich culture, diversity and skill. Through its rich history of
Art and Craft, the country has been a cradle for immense talent and has proven
its worth constantly through time, but a lot of it is on the verge of extinction due
to exploitation and poor representation. One such fine example among many
are Papier Mache birds of Ujjain, which require top skill and hours of work but
are extremely undervalued and poorly marketed. This research throws light
on the impact of different factors on the papier mache bird craft market value,
product range and consumer behaviour towards the craft. A survey method
was used and a structured interview was done with the craftsman to find out
the gaps in the craft. The results show that this craft needs an intervention in
different aspects and can be made ergonomical and sustainable.

Keywords - Papier Mache Craft, Sustainable Development, Design Intervtion,
System Map, Life Cycle Assessment
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15. Designing contemporary
packaging for traditional craft
products: A success
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The paper describes a success story of a design project titled Development of
souvenirs for F1H2O international powerboat racing championship. National
Institute of Fashion Technology, Hyderabad, India commenced the packaging
design project for its one of the prestigious clients the Shilparamam - arts,
crafts and cultural society. Ready to Present 1000 souvenirs developed in
the project for the closing ceremony of the significant event organised by the
Andhra Pradesh State Government, India. The ideology behind the project
was to promote state crafts through gifting them to visiting international
VIPs, guests and participants. Comprehensive packaging design for the chosen
products from various crafts of the state was the main objective of the project.
The methodology adopted in the project was brainstorming at various design
stages, with the focus on the final product. Design ideation, conceptualization,
mock-up and prototype development were important stages in the project. The
finalization of designs was based on the collective opinion of the project team
members considering the viability of each design in terms of cost, production
and time required. The prestigious and challenging interdisciplinary design
project has been completed successfully at an unprecedented time of 18
working days. Contemporary packaging design has been established as an
important tool (Polyakova, 2013; Rundh, 2005) and significant factor (Holmes
& Paswan, 2012; Pantin-Sohier, 2009) in marketing also playing major role in
communicating product highlights to the customer (Mooy & Robben, 2002;
Berkowitz, 1987; Silvia, 2011; Kermani Nejad, 2005). Each souvenir designed in
the project had five components to suit the contemporary packaging concepts.
The five components of the each souvenir are: 1) Handicrafted product, 2)
Storyline insert, 3) Box packaging (primary packaging), 4) Paper Carry-bag
(secondary packaging) and 5) Event tag. The important challenges overcome in
the project execution are illustrated in the paper which include: standardised
packaging boxes for handicrafts of varying sizes; promotion of indigenous crafts
for international acclaims; interdisciplinary collaborations among the project
members including administrators, teachers and students; identification of
competent manufacturers and vendors; controlling the quality of the craft
products; designing storyline inserts; attaining the project policy guidelines of
the institution; meeting very tight deadlines. Venkataramanaiah and Kumar
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(2011) found that due to proactive support from the Indian government, a good
number of youngsters are taking up handicrafts manufacturing and export
enterprises, in which packaging is one of the focused areas. The success story
would definitely trigger, inspire and assist many, who are associated with crafts
and their packaging and promotion.

Keywords -Packaging Design, Crafts, Souvenirs, F1H2O Boat Racing, National
Institute of Fashion Technology.
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16. Aerial roots of banyan tree: a
promising sustainable source for
extraction of fibers

Transition to a more sustainable bio-based economy as a result of increased
consumer awareness regarding the carbon footprint has led to the inclination
towards natural and biodegradable sources. Researches are continuously
engaged in searching for new unconventional fibre sources to decrease the
strain on the land and other resources. A banyan tree is important to Indian
society not only for its religious and cultural significance but also for the
myriad of health benefits that one can derive from it. Banyan trees host many
endophytes in their aerial roots which in turn provide the tree with protection
from microbes hence, forming a symbiotic relationship with the tree.
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Present study was a step in this direction aimed at utilizing an otherwise unused
part of the banyan tree, which is, the aerial roots to produce natural cellulosic
fibres which are biodegradable with inherent antimicrobial properties.
Extraction of fibres from aerial roots of banyan tree was done using biological,
chemical and enzymatic treatments and their conditions were optimized. The
extracted fibres were also given bleaching and softening treatments to improve
colour and handle as well as for further individualization.

The characterization of the raw material was done in terms of the moisture,
ash content. Physio-mechanical properties of fibres extracted using various
treatments were analyzed and compared with other lignocellulosic fibres.
Furthermore, antimicrobial properties of the raw material and fibres were also
tested.

While treatment using sodium carbonate yielded the maximum fibre yield,
however, in terms of all properties of extracted fibres, treatment with sodium
hydroxide was the best.

Physical properties of extracted fibres were comparable to other similar
cellulosic fibres like sisal, coir, jute. These fibres have the unique combination
of properties such as low strength, moderate elongation along with excellent
moisture regain and retention which are desirable properties for the products
made from them. Extracted fibres can be potentially used to make hand made
products in combination with other fibres for yarn formation or can be used
as composites. The extracted fibres also exhibited excellent resistance against
bacterial and fungal growth, which is quite rare in case of natural cellulosic
fibres making them quite suitable for potential usage in hygiene products.

Keywords - Banyan Tree, aerial roots, sustainable fibres, waste utilization,
hygiene products
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does commissioned artwork under her label titled ‘Renaissance’. She has also
worked with a home-furnishing brand ‘Mati Maison’ on a line of home-linens
for their collection.
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17. Sustainable dyeing of juco fabrics
using waste marigold ( tagetes erecta)
flowers for development of mosquito
repellent home textile products

Organic awareness and the environmental consciousness of consumers have
revived the interest in textiles made from natural fibres and dyed using natural
dyes. With the awareness of the ill effects of various kinds of chemicals used in
processing and colouring, maintaining a safe environment balance has become
imperative.
A huge amount of flowers are cultivated in India. These flowers are used as
decoration purposes or for offering to God. A survey report reveals that 40%
of the total productions of flowers are unsold and wasted everyday which are
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thrown in water of river Ganga or dumped which also creates water pollution as
well as environmental pollution.

Textiles with properties such as antimicrobial action, UV protection and
mosquito repellency are the focus of recent research and application. Mosquito
repellent textiles are one of the revolutionary advancement in the textile field
and are achieved by application of natural products either in the form of dye or
finish.
The emergence of new eco-friendly fabrics usually made with blends of natural
fibres has generated many opportunities for not only apparel fabrics but also
for end uses such as upholstery, home textiles and many more.

In the present study, the conditions have been optimised for application of
natural dye extracted from waste marigold (Tagetus erecta) flowers on Juco
(jute-cotton blended) fabric. The flowers were collected from temples and
florists. Various non-conventional methods of dyeing have also been explored
using solar and microwave oven and also contact dyeing. Extraction of dye was
carried out in aqueous medium at three pH levels (acidic, alkaline and neutral).
Dye extracted at all the three pH levels was used for standardising the optimum
dye concentration. Comparisons were done between the conventional and nonconventional methods used for dyeing the fabric in terms of colour value and
fastness properties.
Effect of pre-mordanting and post-mordanting with natural mordants such as
alum, eucalyptus, harda, iron filings plus jaggery, pomegranate peel and supari
were studied for both exhaust and microwave dyeing methods. The colours
obtained on samples mordanted with these mordants varied from bright yellow
to dark green, browns, bluish grey and red.

The dyed samples were analysed for their colour values in terms of K/S and
L*c*h* value and were also assessed for fastness properties such as wash, rub
and light fastness as per the ISO and ASTM standards.

For testing mosquito repellence activity, standardised Cage test was used.
Comparisons were made between the mosquito repellence activity exhibited
by the undyed (control), only dyed (three pH mediums) and mordant plus dyed
samples (three pH mediums) before and after laundering. The results of the test
revealed that marigold exhibits very good mosquito repellency. Pre mordanting
with eucalyptus followed by dyeing shows 100% repellence and it was durable
up to 5 laundering cycles.
Cone bioassays test method was used for the evaluation of the toxicity of the
dye. The dye was found to be non- toxic but can repel mosquitoes by its smell.
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Various combinations of the mordants resulted in pleasing and harmonious
colours which were used to create designs by combining printing, dyeing
and contact dyeing methods. A design catalogue of combinations of dyed and
printed cushion covers with matching window curtains was prepared.

Keywords - Marigold flower, Tagetus erecta, Natural Dyes, Mosquito
Repellent, Printing, Natural Mordants
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writer for the Diploma programme at School of Continuing Education, IGNOU
and contributed as author for the book on “Dyeing and Printing” under the
“Handloom Weavers Project “at NIOS. Her academic interests include Textile
Processing technologies (dyeing, printing, finishing), Statistics, Research
methods and sustainability in textile and apparel industry. The focus of her
research has been on using waste plant parts/sources for both dye extraction as
well as extraction of fibres and development of functional and bioactive textiles.
She has also worked extensively in the area of sustainable textile processing,
use of natural dyes and functional finishing.

18. Possibility of creating opportunities
Munja, Siniya & kheemp-

Rajasthan comprises semi-arid and hot arid regions which are occupied by
mainly herbaceous vegetation, shrubs, trees, and climbers. These perennial
herbs and shrubs due to their deep root system, are very effective in controlling
erosion through wind and water in such regions by measures like windbreak,
checkerboard hedges, catchment development around the crop. The shrubs and
herbs are also used by the locals as economical resources for making brooms,
thatched roofs, huts, ropes, cots, and cordages. Such commercial products that
were sustainable have been made using these grasses for a long time, but slowly
they began to be replaced by Nylon and other synthetic products, due to their
dull colour. This research focuses on the disability of three of such grasses
grown in Rajasthan and known by the local names of Siniya, Kheemp and Munja.
Natural dyes have been used to dye the grasses and to see the impact, in order
to see the possibilities of creating diverse products with dyed grasses.

Keywords - Saccharum munja, natural fibre, natural dye
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1. A journey from disorder to design

Schizophrenia is outwardly one of the most man-handed, stigmatized &
misunderstood psychological disorders that exist in this world. Although it is
a wide-ranging psychological syndrome, there is a misunderstanding where
people would assume that it is the disease that causes all extreme behaviors.
There are different types which consist of all the diverse in the behavioral
symptoms and diverse physical characteristics.

In this research work, I tried to show the awareness about this illness and also
the beauty of Schizophrenic patients feelings, to express themselves in the form
of art. This is shown through the painting and photo manipulation in Adobe
Photoshop. Usually, they are out of the world so the sights they experience is the
things that may not exist. In this research work, the work has done to show the
visions, a schizophrenia patient experiences and to promote art therapy.
A brain disorder that affects the way a person behaves, thinks, sees the world
is known as Schizophrenia. Paranoid schizophrenia is the most common form
of this. They have a transformed observation of truth, may perceive things that
dont occur, express in strange or puzzling ways, have confusion in, that others
are trying to damage them, or feel like they are being always observed. The
result may be relationship problems, upset regular daily events like bathing,
eating or running errands, and to self-medicate, they lead to alcohol and drug
abuse.

Art therapy is a method of communicative treatment that uses the inventive
process of making art to recover a person physical, mental, and sensitive
well-being. The artistic method involved in expressing their self inventively,
can help people to resolve issues as well as develop and manage their actions
and frame of mind, diminish anxiety and recover confidence. They dont need
to be brilliant or an artist to receive the aids. Specialists, who can work with
them, linked through their art, which will aid in the therapeutic procedure. Art
therapy can accomplish dissimilar things for different individuals. It can be
used for psychanalysis by specialists, healing, treatment, recuperation, it can
be used to massage their inner-self in a way that may offer the difference with a
cavernous understanding of him or herself.
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I tried to design some clothes based on these art form and these are outcomes
in the form of apparel. The garments have been painted and different types
of embellishments have been used, also it includes prints on fabric which is
inspired by psychedelic visions.

With the research and expanding knowledge for this topic, here came to know
that many people make fun of it. It is also found that the art therapy in which
the patient expresses themselves in form of art. The art therapy may have high
scopes in future as it can show the thoughts of an individual. The thought which
doesnt exists but can be imagined and surprises the art forms.

Keywords- Hallucination, Delusions, Art therapy, Drugs
About Author -

Shalini Singh is affiliated to Center of Fashion Design,
University of Allahabad

2. Scope of applique based toys in
Gujarat
A toy can be described as an item that is used in play, especially one designed for
such use. It is mainly intended for use by children, though may also be marketed
to adults under certain circumstances. Playing with toys can be an enjoyable
means of training young children for life in society. Different materials like
wood, clay, paper, and plastic are used to make toys. India is an old playground
of a myriad of toys made from a variety of materials like wood, polymer, cloth,
fibre, wood pulp, rubber and metal. In Gujarat wooden toys,etc are found in
the Patan cluster and apart from that there already exists a tradition of cloth
dhinglas and dhinglis (dolls) are often made from small pieces of waste fabrics
called thigdas or patchwork. One of the oldest and finest crafts of Gujarat, patch
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work and applique use patches of fabrics stitched together to create floral and
animal designs. An applique is ornamental needlework in which pieces of fabric
in different shapes and patterns are sewn or stuck onto a larger piece to form
a picture or pattern. History of Applique work in India can be traced as back as
the times when the women folk of the native communities of north Gujarat; the
Kathis (the land owners), the Mahajans (the businessmen), the Rabaris (the
nomad camel herders) and the Muslims produced large canopies, hangings,
friezes, bullock-covers (Jhul), tents for ox-carts with human and animal figures
stitched on them. These designs are used to decorate quilts, wall hangings,
modern household products and apparels. Already applique craftsmen in
Ahmedabad have started making soft toys along with their traditional quilts,
pillows, etc. These soft toys are more of an educational toy for kids. This paper
attempts to study the scope of acceptability of applique based toys of Gujarat
for innovative toy making which in turn promotes Indian traditional crafts and
traditions. The educational sector- kindergartens have shown a huge interest in
the handmade toys and there seems to be a good fit of the applique based textile
toys and educational toys because of many factors such as colorful, attractive,
safety, affordable, etc.

Keywords - Age-old Craft, Applique, patchwork, toys, traditional, design,
educational
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3. Success story of a family of
handloom weaver from Ilkal
Karnataka, during COVID
Handloom sector is facing many challenges in pandemic. This research is based
on the detailed study and analysis done in personal visit to Ilkal, Karnataka, the
place of handloom weavers. This paper explores the survival and sustainability
of the handloom weavers in lockdown situation, by using new technologies,
schemes, training of handling these technologies and getting help from NGO’s.
Direct visit and interviewing weaver’s family members, master weavers, traders
and customers was the best way to do it. Due to pandemic situation, there was
limitation to visit more weaver’s families. Communication, Buying & selling,
money transactions can all happen by adopting new methods and technologies.
The special trainings should be provided to the weavers, craftsmen, traders,
by which these people should not stop production in pandemic and they all
have not only survive but sustain. This paper aims to help and show ways to
overcome and conquer the pandemic conditions and how to tackle the socialfinancial crises situation for the craft people. This will also a collective initiative
for the handloom weavers to make them strong in any depraved condition.

Keywords - Ilkal, handloom weavers, pandemic, technology
About Authors -
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Research.
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Banasthali Vidyapeeth

4. Sustainability of traditional
Pattachitra painting of Raghurajpur
of Puri, Odisha in the era of
COVID-19 pandemic
India is a home to the largest number of handicrafts artisans among all the
nations in the globe. It is also home to some of the brilliantly hand crafted
products with an array of breath taking colors, incredibly crafted with an
exceptional appeal. The multifaceted diversity in the handicraft sector is a
complex entity which most people think does not warrant revitalisation. But its
contribution cannot be overlooked.

The Pattachitra painting of Raghurajpur village in Puri district of Odisha is
one such master piece of handicraft which cannot be overlooked but to be
revitalised only. Raghurajpur is a small village situated in between the capital
city of Bhubaneswar and the famous temple town of Puri on the beach (Bay
of Bengal). It is at a distance of about 45 kms on the national highway from
Bhubaneswar and about 10 kms before Puri

Keywords - Ritualistic, Rath yatra, Puri, Jagannath, Vegetable color
About Author -

Dr. Sasmita Panda, Associate Professor & Campus
Academic Coordinator, Textile Design Department, NIFT,
Hyderabad.
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5. Tholu bommalata- a contemporary
design intervention
Andhra Pradesh, a land rich and deep-rooted in tradition has many crafts that
have originated from the region, including Tholu Bommalata (shadow leather
puppetry), one of the hallmarks of the state with its origin dating back to the 3rd
century B.C. Reaching its pinnacle during the days of the Vijayanagar Empire,
this art form dates back to more than 100 years when a group of people migrated
from Maharashtra and settled in Nimmalakunta, Andhra Pradesh. The artisans
have imbibed this art of manufacturing from their forefathers and have now
practised it for many generations. Tholu Bommalata predominantly portrays
folklore from the Ramayana, Mahabharata, and Krishna Leela. Prepared with
parchment leather with vivid waterproof inks, this technique is practised onto
lampshades and wall-hangings to keep the traditions and art alive and also to
serve as a source of livelihood for the artisans.
In this design intervention, the elements of the furniture from the Rococo
period (1740s - 1770s) have been combined to form unique motifs and
patterns and have been incorporated to make a lampshade along with the
process used in Tholu Bommalata to give a modern yet traditional touch to the
product. As traditional crafts offer a superior product experience as most of it is
hand crafted, the research aims to combine the traditional techniques of Tholu
Bommalata with a modern intervention in the design, resulting in a product
that can cater to modern-day consumers.

Keywords - Tholu Bommalata, Parchment leather, Rococo art, Design
invention, Lamp shade.
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entitled “Design & Development of Sarees with Textile Designing Techniques
using Kurumba Tribal Painting”. She has still extended her passion and has
undergone Leather Garment Pattern Designing conducted by CLRI, Chennai.
Passion for teaching and design brought her to join NIFT in the year 2019 at
NIFT, Chennai. Currently, she is working with languishing tribal paintings and
traditional handicraft clusters in TN.
Eunice Pearline Daniel is Bachelors in Leather Design
from NIFT Chennai.

6.Kondapalli Toys: White woodcraft
of Andhra Pradesh
The toy heritage of Andhra Pradesh- Kondapalli toys are famous for their
lightweight, vibrant colors and age-old production techniques. Themed around
mythology, rural life, and animals, these toys exhibit joyous and realistic
expressions. The present paper focuses on the rich heritage of Kondapalli toys.
The researcher intends to document in detail the legacy of Kondapalli toys
with their special significance. The methodology adopted was the personal
interviews coupled with the observation method through field survey. A
multi-visit approach was implemented for authentic data collection. Results
revealed the fact that this 400-year old tradition has passed on from generation
to generation with every member taking part in the toy-making activity in
the Toy Colony of Kondapalli. The village has also gained popularity for the
manufacturing of dancing doll, also known as Thanjavur Dolls form of art which
has been adopted from the state of Tamil Nadu. The making of these wooden
kondapalli toys involved great craftsmanship at each stage of the production.
They are made out of white wood which is soft in nature, used as the main raw
material. The toys displayed various themes from the daily household work to
the theme of Dashavatar. The art shows the strong influence of Islamic style
and the pointed nose of the human figures is reminiscent of the 17th century
Rajasthan style. It was observed that over the years, the Kondapalli toy has
become a collectible from a kid plaything to attractive showpieces. Moreover,
the shift ate into the repurchase market because, unlike children toys, which
tend to break, collectibles require little replacement. Before the traditional toys
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get redundant even by the younger generation the researcher conceptualized
the study in view of its relevance to the current times.

Keywords -Andhra Pradesh, Dashavatar, Kondapalli, Thanjavur, Wooden
toys
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7. Study of factors responsible for
the decline of an unrecognized
community practiced craft: (Thobi/
Sella) of Himachal Pradesh.
“Study of factors responsible for the decline of an unrecognized community
practiced craft: (Thobi/ Sella) of Himachal Pradesh. Some of our country’s
oldest semi-nomadic pastoral communities, the Gaddi shepherds and Kulluvi
shepherds feel the pressure of change - climatic, environmental & social. This
change is leading to the decline of traditional occupation, indigenous knowledge,
and practices of the shepherd community. This paper mainly focuses on the
study of the traditional knowledge of making goat hair products and their
decline through analysis of the living spaces and clothing of these shepherds
across the annual cycle of nomadic migration with their flocks. An empirical
approach was used for the research conducted during the month of March in
the Chamba and Kullu districts of Himachal Pradesh. The research reveals &
reconfirms that a certain craft practice emerges to develop as a response to
physical, social, cultural, or economic need. In absence of said need, the craft and
its related practices lose their meaning, identity and, with time, their presence.”

Keywords - Endangered, Shepherd community of Kullu and Chamba,
Handicrafts, Lifestyle, Goat hair, Thobi/sella( carpet)
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different products using their traditional skills in the
parts of Kullu,Himachal Pradesh
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8. Craft sustainability with special
reference to chindi rope in villages
of Haryana
This research paper is part of an ongoing research of a startup using preconsumer textile waste as a raw material. The research topic was utilization
of textile waste in rural households of Northern India. This creates curiosity to
know more about textile waste and what happens to it. Villagers who by nature
practice sustainability in their own way, are utilizing pre-consumer textile waste
(generated during manufacturing of a product) and post-consumer textile
waste (discarded household textile waste) and making Chindi rope. Chindi is a
textile waste and has various other names such as like Kaatr, Katran. This Chindi
rope is further used in weaving the Chaarpai (day-bed found in many parts of
Northeastern and western India, particularly in villages), Muddha (round stool
for sitting), Piddha (square stool with legs for sitting). During the same field
research, it was found that craft is becoming obsolete, perhaps people are
not giving importance to this vernacular practice or because contemporary
furniture itself, or the raw materials (like plastic and nylon rope) are available
for weaving at cheaper price. Re-introducing the craft that utilize textile waste.
In todays time sustainability and eco-friendly practices have become the need
of the hour so as to protect natural resources. Artisans are not generating only
livelihood but also helping the environment by using textile waste. This paper is
focused on the challenges faced by artisans who are doing seasonal work due to
less demand. Urban and Rural consumers response were recorded during the
research to find out various possibilities to promote livelihood by developing
new products by keeping in mind the contemporary market.

Key Words: Textile waste, Chindi rope, Livelihood, Sustainability
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of Colours using textile waste. It draws inspiration from the vibrant attire
worn by the artisans and women in the state of Rajasthan.What started off as a
mapping of the artisans and women in the state of Rajasthan.What started off
as a mapping of sustainable practices of using pre- and post- consumer textile
waste within rural communities of Haryana and Rajasthan developed into a
study of multiple aspect of sustainability itself.

9. Kasota anchoring through
pandemic (working title) /an impact
of pandemic on revival of tribal loin
fabric

Covid-19 pandemic is now a part of world history. This pandemic has broken
many norms of the current society and bought new concepts. Craft communities
were significantly impacted in this pandemic both in the betterment for the
craft as well as its distress. In the tribal area of Gujarat, a woven craft was
practiced called Kasota. It was on the edge of getting languished. Thus, a group
of researchers popularised the craft with an organisation, to not only revive it
and but make the craft self-sustainable. It is a loin fabric used by the tribals in
this region. There were several socio and economic challenges which includes
training weavers for weaving, implications of technical changes, redesigning of
the fabrics etc. One of the biggest challenges came in the way was the pandemic
but it has opened new ventures in the project, where it stressed to pushed the
limitations for the craft

Crafts have always been the outcome of available resources catering to existing
needs such as Kasota. It is used to provide the accessibility of clothing to the
tribal. It was a part of modernisation where they have started using loin fabric
to cover their body and slowly moved to machine made garments. By the shift
of loin fabric to machine made garments the weavers had lost their jobs. There
was major shift in modernisation which made them moved to labour jobs in
nearby cities for earning their livelihood. The struggle to shift back to craft and
earn livelihood from that is challenging but the revival gave an opportunity
to re-establish the community and practice the craft with an innovation and
opportunities.

Keywords - Sustainable, Tribals communities of Gujarat, Woven Craft,
Liveliood
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10. Save the Sea
At a first glance, pandemic is harming the humans most. However, data says
that, COVID-19 has triggered an estimated global use of 129 billion face
masks and 65 billion gloves every month. If we stitch together all of the masks
manufactured already, and projected to be produced, we’d be able to cover
the entire landmass of Switzerland. Unfortunately, so engrossed in solving
our problems, we are highly ignorant to the oceans and landfills where we are
disposing off this bio waste. This ignorance has created massive issues for the
creatures like sea turtles who mistakenly consume our thrown gloves and masks
that resemble its favourite food jellyfish under the water. When it comes to the
rapid rise in single-use plastic resulting from COVID-19, the story gets even
more complicated. All sea turtle species are at risk from plastic. Tragically, the
accumulation of plastics at key nesting beaches makes the baby turtles among
the most at risk from plastic entanglement, preventing them from reaching the
sea.
With an objective of showing the tragic lives of turtles, deeply affected by
the unthoughtful habits of ours, this poster shows the sea turtles trapped in
medical waste of COVID-19. Also, new born turtles’ difficulty in reaching to
the waters from the shores because of garbage has been shown to generate
awareness about the issue. Patterns of the artwork have been derived from the
Gond art as it is in closest connection with the nature. The aim of the poster
is to press the pain point in humans and make them understand the result of
their unthoughtful lifestyle. Also, an amalgamation of craft with such a sensitive
matter can give new perception to the craft at global platform.
Artwork of this handmade poster is inspired by the Gond tribal painting of
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Madhya Pradesh, Telangana, Bihar, Maharashtra, Odisha, and Andhra Pradesh
which is in close consideration of the animal kingdom. The main characters of
the Gond painting are often birds and animals in the vivid colors filled with
unique patterns like dots, fine and curved lines, water droplets, seed shapes,
geometric shapes. These patterns are often found in the life around them like
rows of crops, fish scales, young paddy shoots, creeping line of spiders, marks
on the earth from a ploughed field or even ants swarming a sliced potato (Wolf,
2010). In all, For the Gond community, art is everywhere in nature, and nature
is in their art.

Keywords - COVID-19, Medical Waste, Ocean pollution, Endangered animals.
About Authors -

Amit Kumar Sinha, NIFT(Gandhinagar) graduate of
F&LA Design, advance from MIT- ADTU, Pune and current
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11. GAAMAC logo design

Why: No society is immune from mass atrocity crimes (look around today and
in recent history)

Who: Any state, government GAAMAC members and partners is a diverse
community, from everywhere around the world, states, academia, CSOs. South
and North, Every age and gender

Who: GAAMAC wants to include everybody to work together towards
strengthening prevention of mass atrocity crimes - big tent. GAAMAC is a
horizontal endeavour, inclusive by DNA

What: GAAMAC equips its community members to empowers to be engaged,
willing and efficient and to take action according to their own culture, history,
society: legal frameworks are bettered, to enhance civic participation, protect
minorities, improve structural fairness etc. Active tolerance, active inclusion,
active respect for diversity and cultural differences within societies, advocacy
against hate speech, advocacy against racism, stand in for justice

Keep in mind: prevention happens at the earliest stages, it requires knowledge
of our own deficiencies and weaknesses; early detection, early understanding,
early sharing, early deciding, early acting. Be alert. Early detection /warning
and response is crucial
What spirit: Creative, pro-active, exchange, connection, collaboration, openness.

Keywords- Global Action Against Mass Atrocity Crimes
About Author-

The poster presentation will have the key ideas, the members along with the
logo design. The poster will include my concepts designs which led up to the
final design. The project brief about the NGO and its key points are written
below. This led me in the visual exploration.

Aim: Focus on Prevention of atrocity. Prevention is an everyday task by a
multiplicity of actors (government: justice sector, security sector, social sector,
media, community leaders, religious leaders, men and women at every level).
They shall cooperate, inform and work together - prevention is a collective task
by essence and cooperative by DNA
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12. Be safe
From the early 2020, the world suffered a “Novel coronavirus pneumonia(NCP)”
epidemic spreading from Wuhan to the whole world. As part of the design
community, I decided to communicate preventive measures in the form of
posters to be safe. I chiefly worked on social distancing communication and
developed a series of posters. The process of designing was to study about the
virus from reliable sources and work on visual strategies that can be easily be
communicated along with making a strong visual impression on the viewers. One
would take adequate precautionary measures. We share the same breath and
destiny. Fight against “NCP” with design strength, eulogize anti-epidemic spirit,
publicize anti-epidemic knowledge, and advocate harmonious coexistence
between human and nature. The aims of the poster are to 1. Promote positive
energy, encourage people’s determination to fight against the epidemic, and
eclogue the people and deeds fighting on the frontline.
2. Publicize scientific knowledge of epidemic prevention and public health.
3. Reflect on the root causes of the epidemic, call on human beings to respect
nature, face up to the relationship between human beings and other species
and the natural environment, and advocate harmonious coexistence between
human beings and nature. 4. Even with the second wave of virus incidents
coming down one needs to wear masks to be safe.

Keywords - Pandemic Social-distancing Graphic-Design
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13. The changing room- change to
reflect: precept
The Fashion Industry is the second most polluting industry in the world. The
price of fast fashion has been continuously paid by the environment. The cycle of
making and selling new sets of clothes every season has been creating massive
amounts of wastes which go into landfill. The post-modern society of today
with its demand and supply chain has created piles of waste that is continually
dumped into the environment. The idea of the changing room as a space for
people to try and select their clothes has been kept as the underlying concept
of the conflict between the human need and want. It stands as a representation
of the portal that stands as a connection between the dichotomies of choice and
requirement. It is high time that the fashion industry sits back and takes notice
of the true price of a piece of clothing. Especially in the past year, this question
of the importance of sustainability and the true price of a garment has been
comprehended beyond the superficial reason for buying clothes. As a symbolic
representation of this pressing topic at hand; the contributors have created a
larger-than-life garment which is approximately nine times the actual size; out
of the garment toiles and spare fabric that the students have used in the past
in the course of their learning. Working on the concept of waste at the stage
of education, the entire garment has been made out of past toiles strategically
placed within the larger-than-life installation. The garment has been made in
the course of three weeks and thus, has been entirely recycled out of waste. The
garment measures 26 feet in length and 8 feet in width; and will be hung from
a proportionate hanger. Thus, this piece stands as an inquiry into the stages of
making a garment; and poses the pertinent question of the true price of Fashion.

Keywords - Fast fashion, Sustainability, Fabric waste, Toile
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garment construction, surface developments, Material explorations, and design
ideation and development

Shovit Dasgupta is currently working as a Faculty
member in the Fashion Design department at Arch
College of Design and Business, Jaipur. As a design
educator, he has taught at multiple places such as NIFT
and Amity University. Prior to entering education, Shovit
has worked with a number of textile crafts as a weaving
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clothing. He has research interests into the intangible aspects of culture and
clothing that translate themselves into the tangible. As a designer, he focuses on
storytelling, crafts, and the design ecosystem.

14. Ahir embroidery- a revival of
the traditional craft for sustainable
livelihood

Embroidery is an expression of creativity that embodies all the technique, it
is the non-verbal language of the people, embroidery is a fascinating art that
involves with playing threads and needles in the fabric. Each type of embroidery
has its own signature style which involves in cross fertilization of cultures. This
technique can be easily learnt by all type of people which requires manpower.
Women are mostly involved in this craft sector. The embroidery of the Ahir of
Kutch has been revived and is now a flourishing source of earning for village
craftswomen. It is characterized by the use of bright colors, mirrors and
intricate needlework that embellishes the entire fabric. it becomes a language
of colour, threads and stitches that conveys marital status, age and clan. It has
a visual impact which expresses prolificness. The project was designed to
have traditional and cultural significance so as to provide a new dimension to
garment decorating processes. This provides innovative ways of actualizing
new creative ideas for the progress of the local craft.

Keywords - Embroidery, Ahir, non-verbal language, craft sector, craftswomen.
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Coimbatore, who have great passion for art and fashion.
As a part of our curriculum , I have learnt about the
traditional embroidery(Ahir) craft and analysed about
the history ,evolution of Ahir, applications and the
development made to retain the craft.
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Anushya is a student of Fashion design and
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the history ,evolution of Ahir, applications and the
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15. Social sustainability in the
apparel sector
Importance of social sustainability in Apparel Sector by identifying key
challenges and scope of implementation of social aspects in Indian apparel
Industry. Social sustainability involves contribution of organizations towards
community development. Various indicators are included in assessing this
parameter of sustainable developments. It aims at social values, social identities,
social relationships and social institutions can continue into the future. Design/
methodology/approach: This review based study conducted a systematic
investigation on industrial development of social approach of organizations
using themes, keywords, journals and books in the field of social sustainability
in Apparel sector. To ensure the quality of the literature, the document types
were restricted to research articles. A total of 35 articles were excluded as they
did not meet the selection criteria.

To conduct this study review method was used highlighting latest studies done
in last five years in the area of social sustainability in Apparel Industry. The
inclusion and exclusion criteria focused on whether the document was consistent
with the research topic, i.e., with green logistics initiatives, practices. and other
sustainable innovations, rather than broader research, such as production,
manufacturing or urban transportation. Unless it has a strong relation with
social sustainability. In particular, the following topics were excluded: (i) green
design on the specialized logistics technology e.g., economic and environmental
dimension; (ii) business competition and (iii) supply chain and lean production.
Findings: The result of the literature review shows that social sustainability is
an important part of Apparel business now. It cannot be denied that a business
must take responsibility of its own actions. An organization must identify its
contribution not just towards the economy but the community as well.

Keywords - Triple bottom theory, Social sustainability, literature
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Bhopal.

Dr. Rajdeep Singh Khanuja A Gold-Medalist in Masters
of Business Administration (Finance & Marketing),
Dr. Rajdeep Singh Khanuja has been presently serving
National Institute of Fashion Technology, Bhopal
as an Assistant Professor and Centre Coordinator
– Department of Fashion Management Studies. Dr.
Rajdeep Singh Khanuja has presented several research
papers in various National/International Conferences &
also published papers in various good national/international journals including
“Scopus Indexed & UGC approved journals” as his contribution in the area of
research. Adding to the perfect research environment created by him at the
institute, he has also completed his Ph.D. in “Management”. Dr. Rajdeep Singh
Khanuja has successfully qualified “National Eligibility Test (NET)” organized
by University Grants Commission (UGC) in the year 2012. His other academic
qualifications include M.Com. (Accounts) & M.Phil. (Management).

16. Waste at its best, a move towards
sustainable development

Online learning has been fast evolving as a platform for teaching courses
independent of geographical boundaries. The pandemic Covid 19 caused a
complete lockdown in education sector world over. With the human vocabulary
revolving around, quarantine, lockdown, covid the author wanted to work
around these words cementing it with sustainability Reuse & Recycle. Taking this
idea further the author explored the possibilities of making products that could
serve as utility, a move towards sustainable development. With the limitations
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of home constants and making use of available resources, the author wanted to
explore the possibilities whether the possible outcomes could also contribute
towards meeting any of the Sustainable Development Goals laid done by the
United Nation and also whether the possible outcome met the idea of Reuse &
Recycle. The experiment was a part of the online course Environmental Studies.
The number of students participation were fifty, who differed in age, nationality,
sex. The students belonged to the Foundation year, Design School of Ajeenkya
D Y Patil University. The brief of this course was to construct a utility item from
waste resources available at home. The possible outcomes achieved were a
seating, combining rubber with jute threads; home duster, combining various
rags of clothes, plastic holder made from strings of plastic bags. The results
met the 12th Sustainable Development Goal laid down by the UN; Responsible
Consumption and Production. There were some limitations which were noted,
students had limited resources to work as a result of the quarantine, personal
touch was lacking from the mentor side when it came to showing weaving
techniques. Feedbacks from the students reflected the waste at home could
be productively used, a move towards sustainability and foster the growth
towards Reuse and Recycle. However, there is more scope of conducting such
experiments which could meet the concept of Reuse and Recycle and have the
possibility to meet one or more of the seventeen Sustainable Development
Goals laid down by the United Nations.

Keywords - Sustainability, Waste, Reuse, Recycle
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Educator and has about 8 years of experience of
teaching Design Foundation and Management Courses.
Prior to becoming a full time Design Educator, Mahanaaz
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Banks. Her Design Training and passion for design
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capable of understanding the Business Dynamics of running an Educational
institute or a Department.
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17. The power of upcycling
The implementation and practice of upcycling are not so daunting once you
put systems to address wastages as we at Aranya Natural discovered in 2020.
When the pandemic hit the world, like many other brands, we also re-examined
our practices so that we could reinvent ourselves and make our operations
more sustainable. We upcycled a backlog of yardage, sarees, fabric bits, yarn,
etc into gorgeous products by innovative application of existing techniques and
resources. These under normal circumstances would have remained unused
due to time constraints while fulfilling our orders. Our journey of upcycling
has been an exceptionally productive one that promises us to make our
model economically viable while taking many steps forward towards creating
sustainable and zero waste operations.

Keywords- Upcycling, circular solutions, sustainability , waste reduction.
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Puppetry, “Kathputli” of Rajasthan by Mr. Rahul Bhatt,
Master Craftsman

Craft Workshops

Katputli workshop Katputli
means a puppet made of
wood or kath (in Hindi).In
this particular craft, a string
puppet performance is done.
It is a traditional form of folk
entertainment. In general, the
Bhatt community makes these
puppets as well as performs
with them. The puppets are
one to two feet in height
having a carved wooden head
with a nose. Large eyes and other facial features are painted/ drawn. Leg and
body are stuffed clothes which also allow for free movement. The body is draped
with colorful and bright pieces of cloth. Most of the puppets are covered with
a long pleated skirt. The puppeteer manipulates the threads with the fingers
of the two hands, and make the dancing performances of puppet. The themes
of puppet dance are Rajasthani historical tales or local traditions. The Katputli
puppeteer or “kathputliwalas”, travel all over the country to show and perform
the puppet shows during.

Lac Craft by Mr. Avaz Mohammed, Master Craftsman, National
Awardee
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Lac is a type of resin, that
insects make the secrete
and extracted from forest
trees. The process of crafts
and designing Lac work
and jewellery complex. The
process involves heating,
combining,
kneading,
hammering and shaping till
dough like mass is made. Lac
work popular for making
Jewellery, decorative items,
building pieces of architecture and commercial items. In old times, lac was
used for painting and varnishing of furniture and adorning doors and windows
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of houses. Lac jewellery and glass bead embedded items has evolved in many
forms and is available in various shapes, characters and colours. The art of
lac work requires skilled craftsmanship, precision and time. The crafting
process is tedious but it gives rise to some of the finest pieces of art that are
overwhelmingly have demand in consumer market.

Tarkashi Craft by Mr. Ram Dayal Sharma, Master Craftsman,
National Awardee

Tarkashi or wood inlay work
is performed by artisans of
‘Taarkashi’, who migrated
to the city from Mainpuri,
Uttar Pradesh. The inlay is
made with silver and brass
wires. Taar means wire, kasha
means a technique of inlaying
fine flattened wire of brass,
copper or silver. Tarkashi
can be done on boxes,
door panels, tray, lamps, to
sandook (chest), decorative
elephants, tables, flower pots etc. The motifs and patters inlayed are usually
geometric forms or florals derived from Mughal arts. Tarkashi metal inlay is
a timetaking and highly skilled process. The artisan carves deep, thin grooves
along a trace and fine metal wires are placed in the grooves while hammering
them into position. Finishing is done by sanding, filling, buffing etc.

Daabu Print by Mr. Damodar Prasad Nama, Master Craftsman
Dabu or Mud- resist printing
require
primary
raw
materials– mud and water. It is
a century old tradition of India.
The craftsmen dip the wooden
blocks into the viscous paste
of mud, water, gum and lime.
The method received the name
dabu from the word ‘dabaana’,
meaning ‘to press’. The dabu
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motifs are picked from nature and surrounding elements, and then crafted onto
wooden blocks. Popular ones are Kahma, Lal titri, Dholika, Kantedar. Historically,
8th century AD specimen of Dabu printed fabric found in Central Asia. Dabu
printed fabric, can have preferred motifs of concerned community. For example,
Ghagra or Fetiya is made with just one line of stitching of 8-12 meter fabric.
After dabu printing the garment is enveloped as per customer requirements.
Different natural colours are used. The primary users are Jat, Gadariya & Gujjar
community women.

Stone Carving by Mr. Suraj Narayan Sharma, Master Craftsman

Stone work is a very
traditional craft of Rajasthan.
The geologically rich land of
Rajasthan, is a stone-carver’s
delight. Since ancient period,
this area has high-quality
stone deposits, which made
it easy for the craftsmen and
masons to construct forts,
palaces, and temples. Apart
from temple carvings, the jali
(latticework) work is most
popular. Most ancient palatial
buildings demonstrate jali work on their fences, doors and windows. The jali
screens are sculpted from both sandstone and marble. The fine quality of
marble and sandstone extracted from the quarries in the state had given rise
to a tradition of stonemasons and sculptors. The quarries at Makrana are quite
famous, for the marble used in the Taj Mahal, Dilwara Jain temples at Mt Abu.
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